
VIKRAMABAHU II AND VIKRAMA SALAMEV AN

Vikrarnabahu II, a son of Vijayabahu I (1055 - IllO) by Tilokasundari, a
Kalinga princess, held sway over Rajarata from Polonnaruwa for a period of twenty-one
years (1111-1132) after deposing his uncle Jayabahu, who had the consecration name
Aba Salamevan. In medieval times it was customary for Sinhalese kings to assume one
of the two alternate consecration names Sirisaugabo and Aba Salamevan on their
accession to the throne. Vikrarnabahu for whom no ceremony of consecration was
performed could not have assumed the consecration name - abhiseka namn.

In contemporary inscriptions there are, however, references to names of some
temples and military units which had the expression Vikrama Salamevan prefixed to their
names. Historians who have attempted to explain these references have been inclined
to consider Vikrama Salamevan as an expression referring to Vikrarnabahu. This
identification appears to have seriously hindered scholarly investigation thus obstructing
the proper understanding of events and the traditions of kingship. In the present paper
an attempt is made to reconsider the relevant evidence, review the ideas that have been
articulated by modem scholarship and determine whether Yikrama Salamevan refers to
Vikrarnabahu.

1. Vikrarnabahu and Disputed Succession

During the latter part of the reign of Vijayabilhu his younger brother Jayabahu
was consecrated as Yuvariija (heir apparent) while Vikrarnabahu was conferred the rank
of Adipada (heir presumptive). I In his capacity as Adipada Vikramabahu was
administering the southern principality of Rohana. These arrangements presuppose that
Vikrarnafiahu's claims to the throne were duly recognized and in order of precedence he
stood next in the line of succession to Jayabahu.

On the death of Vijayabahu these arrangements were put into jeopardy, in
respect of Vikramabahu, hy a faction at the court which promoted the claims of the sons
of Mitra. the nephews of Vijayabahu, for succession to the throne. This faction which
had a commanding influence at the court and was supported by influential sections of the
Sangha consecrated Jayabjihu as king and Maniibaharana as Yuvarhja, setting aside the
claims of Adipada Vikrarnabahu to that rank." The Cu{avanlsa specifically mentions that
the elevation of Manabhara~a to the rank of Yuvarii]« amounted to a deviation from long
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established custom. 3

These developments inevitably led to a succession dispute which plunged the
kingdom into civil war leading to a division initially into four virtually independent units.
Once the formal procedures of royal consecration and rites concerning legitimation were
concluded, Maniibharana and his brothers advanced into Rohana with the objective of
seizing Vikramabahu. Moving out of Mahanagakula Vikrarnabahu confronted his
adversaries, decisively defeated them in a number of engagements, and eventually
advanced into Rajarata and occupied the city of Polonnaruwa from where he
subsequently exercised authority over the northern parts of the kingdom."

In the meantime Manabharana and his brothers secured control over
Dakkhinadesa and Rohana which they divided among themselves. Manahhara~la took up
residence at Punkhagama and assumed authority over Dakkhinadesa. The southern
principality of Rohana was divided between his two younger brothers; Kittisirimegha
who received the southern portion lived at Mahiiniigakula where king Jayabahu and his
sister Mitta were also settled. The northern portion of Rohana known as Atthasahassaka
was assigned to Siri Vallabaha, the youngest of the three brothers. He fortified
Uddhanadvara which became the centre of his administration.'

Manabhara\la and his brothers, who were not reconciled to the loss of their
control over Rajarata and to the fact of Vikrarnabahu's control of it, are said to have
made preparations for war against him once they were securely established in power over
their respective territorial units. In response to such measures Vikrarnabahu conducted
a raid deep into Dakkhinadesa, decisively defeated his rival cousins and pursued them
up to Kelaniya.? Although Vikramabiihu was compelled to withdraw hastily at this stage
on account of a foreign invasion in the north, the effect of his campaign was such as to
leave an indelible impression in the minds of his rival kinsmen who thereafter refrained
from organizing military expeditions against him.

When Vikramabahu was engaged in the campaign in Dakkhinadesa his kingdom
was invaded by Viradeva described in the Cu{avamsa as 'the lord of Ariyadesa and the
sole sovereign of Palandipa'. Vikramabahu who advanced hastily with his armies to
Mannar was beaten hy the invaders. Two princes and a general who had accompanied

Culavamsa, 61 : 4.
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him fell in battle and his Senapati was captured by the warriors at Viradeva.
Vikramabahu retreated to Polonnaruwa and while doing so was pursued by the invading
army. Vikramabahu collected the royal treasures from the palace and moved out in the
direction of KO!~iyar. Viradeva and his armies who followed him were forced into an
encounter in the swampy wilderness of Ko\!iyar and were vanquished by the forces of
Vikrarnabahu.? Subsequently, Vikramabahu re-occupied Polonnaruwa and regained
control over his kingdom which thereafter remained in his undisturbed control until his
death in A.D. 1132.

Vikramahlihu was remarkable as a warrior and military leader, and, in these
respects, he was perhaps the foremost among the princes who lived in the island during
the twelfth century. It was primarily on account of his military skill that he was able to
thwart the designs of his rivals, occupy Polonnaruwa and sustain hIS power in Rajarata.

Vikrarnabahu's dealings with Buddhism were hostile, at least during the early
years of his rule, as testified to by the Pali chronicle. It was in anticipation of reprisals
against the Sangha and other Buddhist institutions by Vikrarnabahu that Thera Mugalan
of the Uturujmii]a fraternity of monks and the ministers of state made arrangements to
place the Tooth Relic Temple at Polonnaruwa under the custody of the army of the
Ve!aikka~ar for protection and maintenance after the death of Vijayabahu." Although
subsequent events proved that these arrangements were ineffective against Vikrarnabahu
they had the effect of securing the Tooth Relic from falling into his hands. The Relics
were later secretly taken by the monks to Rohana.

Vikrarnabahu is said to have taken possession of the monasteries, dislodged the
monks, and given them over to soldiers as residences. He revoked the land grants made
by previous rulers to monasteries and temples and distributed them among his soldiers.
The golden images, jewels and other precious items in the temples were appropriated and
used for his own requirements. Under these circumstances the monks attached to the
principal viharas in Polonnaruwa moved out of the city and sought refuge in Rohana."

During the period between the deposition of Jayabahu and the accession of
Parakramabahu I in A.D. 1153 there were no consecrated kings in Lanka. Vikramabahu
and his son, Gajabahu (1132-1153), had ruled from Polonnaruwa without the
performance of the ceremony of consecration. Therefore, there was no possibility of
conferring on them an ahhi.l"~ka 1/(111I0, one of the two alternate consecration names.

Ibid.

S. Pathmanathan :The Ve!aikka~ar in Medieval South India and Sri Lanka", The
Sri Lanka Journal of the Humanities, University of Sri Lanka, Peradeniya
Campus, Vol. II, No.2.
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There had been no consecration ceremony for the younger brothers of Manabharana.
Manabharana. of course was consecrated as Yuvarhja on the accession of Jayabahu to
the throne of Polonnaruwa, Parakramabahu is said to have had the ceremony of
consecration performed as Mahiidipiida when he assumed control of the administration
of Dakkhinadesa. A Yuvaraja, however, was not entitled to assume the consecration
name reserved for kings.

It is significant that all inscriptions set up in Rajarata and other principalities
under two generations of rulers were dated in the regnal years of Jayabahu, the last
consecrated king. The existence of an inscription dated in the 43rd year of Jayabahu
suggests that this practice was continued until the accession of Parakramabahu I in A. D.
115310 The unusual practice of dating epigraphic records in the regnal years of a king
even several years after his death is generally considered as one that was adopted on
account of the fact that the two successors of Jayabahu at Polonnaruwa were not
consecrated kings.

2. Epigraphic Notices on Vikrama Salamevan

The expression Yikrama Salamevan is found in a slightly altered form in three
inscriptions: (1) The Pa~amo~t!li inscription of the 42nd year of Vijayabahu, (2) The
Pillar inscription from Budurnuttava of the eighth year of Jayabahu and (3) the Pillar
inscription of the eighteenth year of Jayabahu from Mayilankularn. The first of these
inscriptions contains a reference to a military unit called Yikrania Caldniekattcrinta
Yalankai Velaikkarar. The inscription records an endowment of gold, ornaments and
money to the shrine of Vijayaraja-Isvaram at the Brahrnadeya of Kanralay by a Brahmin
widow called Nahkai cani for the merit of her deceased husband Yajriiya krama vittan.
The endowment was placed under the custody of a unit of the Ye!aikkara army which
had as part of its name the expression Vikrama Ca[iinieka.11 Although the inscription
refers to the regnal year of the king, Vijayabahu, there is no evidence to suggest that the
king had anything to do with the transaction recorded in the tex.t of the inscription. Nor
does the inscription provide any hint as to the point by whom it was caused to the
engraved. As the person who made the endowment and those under whose custody it
was placed are referred to in the third person it would appear that it was set up by a

K. Kanapathipillai, "Mankanai Inscription of Gajabahu II". University of Ceylon
Review, Yol. 20, No. I, p. 12; S. Pathmanathan. "The Tamil Inscription from
Miinkanai ", Pavalar Thuraiappahpillai Nurrantu Vila Malar, Janna.

II S. Paranavitana, "A Tamil Slab Inscription from Palarnottai", Epigraphia
Zeylanica (£Z), Yol. Ill. No. '33, p. 302 - 312; S. Gunasingham, Trincomalee
inscriptions Series - No.3, "A Tamil Slab - Inscription from Mayilawewa
(Mayilankularn)", Peradeniya, 1980, pages 32.
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group of persons not referred to therein. On the basis of ascertained knowledge about
procedures relating to temple inscriptions it could be inferred that the text of this
inscription was drafted by the temple authorities or a committee of the assembly of the
Brahmadeya of Kantalay that was concerned with temple affairs. Such an impression
seems to be confirmed by the fact that the inscribed pillar was found in close proximity
to the site where the architectural remains of the temple referred to in the epigraph have
been found. 12

The relevance of this inscription for the present discussion is on account of the
reference found therein to the Yikkirama Calnmikat terinda Yalankai velaikka'z.'ar. S.
Paranavitana who edited this inscription construed the reference to Yikkirama Cal(lIl1eka
in this epigraph as a reference to Vikramabahu although he identifies the king mentioned
in this inscription with Vijayabahu in deference to the considered opinion of K. V.
Subrahmanya Aiyar. He says:

"Mr. K. V. Subrahmanya Aiyar, however, the former Superintendent
for Epigraphy in the Indian Archaeological Survey, whose knowledge
of Tamil epigraphy is probably unrivalled and to whom I had the good
fortune to show the estarnpage of this inscription, is of the opinion that
what is now left of lines 2 and 3 warrants the reading of the royal
name as 'Vijayabahu' rather than as 'Jayabahu", and that the regnal
year, given in figures, is undoubtedly 42. The symbols for 42 are
fairly clear on the estampage and if the regnal year be read as such,
the epigraph should date from the reign of Vijayabahu I (1048-1114).
For this reason and also because I am influenced hy the regard which
must naturally be paid to the opinion of Mr. Suhrahmanya Aiyar, I
have adopted his reading of the King's name and the regnal year"'l

Any lingering doubt entertained about the reading of the name of the king
referred to in the Pa!anl()~ti'i epigraph has to be dispelled on account of following
considerations. In the recently prepared estarnpages of this inscription the characters
indicating the name of the king at the end of line 2 are distinctly clear even to one
without a specialist knowledge of epigraphy and the name could be deciphered as
Vijayabahu - devar without any difficulty. Paleography is another important
consideration in determining the date of the inscription and on that account the name of

12 S. Gunasingham, Trincomalee Inscriptions Series - No.1 -"Two Inscriptions of
Cola llankesvara Deva", Peradeniya, 1974, p. 2, 5. Both the inscriptions, "The
Palarriottai Inscription"and the inscription dated in a regnal year of Chola
Ila~kes~aran are found amidst the ruins of the Sivan Temple at unit 2 of the
Pera:,ru Colony at Kantalay.

S. Paranavitana, "A Tamil Slah Inscription from Palamottai ", EZ, IV, No. 24,
p. 192.
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the king referred to in the record. The recently discovered pillar inscription dated in the
18th year of Jayabahu and found at Mayilankularn represents a much more advanced
state of development than the palatography of the Palarnottai inscription." In case the
Palamottai inscription was indited in the 42nd year of Jayabahu one would expect it to
represent a stage of development comparable to that of the epigraph at Mayilankularn set
up in the 18th year of Jayabahu. That it is not the case and that the Palamot.t~i epigraph
was indited several decades earlier than the other record is clearly indicated hy a
comparative examination of the two inscriptions.

Moreover, the use of the expressions K() and Utaiiar in the inscription at
Palamottai may also be conceded to be of some significance in the consideration of its
date. These are reminiscent of the usages characteristic of Co~a inscriptions and suggests
the chronological proximity of this inscription to the Cola inscriptions found in the
island. J.\ It may also be noted that these expressions are not' recorded in the inscriptions
dated in the regnal years of Jayabahu.

The expression Vikkirama Calarriekan occurring as the initial component of the
name of a military unit in an inscription of the 42nd year (1097) of Vijayabahu cannot
be considered as having any association with Vikramabahu. He was not even a Yuvaraja
under Vijayabahu. It was towards the end of his father's reign that Vikramabahu was
raised to the rank of Adipada (heir presumptive). It is also significant that in this
particular inscription the expression Vikkirama Ca/amcta occurs as the component of the
name of a military unit and not in any manner suggesting a connotation signifying any
connection with Vikrarnabahu or the ceremony of royal consecration.

The Pillar inscription from Budurnuttava, Nikawaratiya, which is dated in the
8th year of Jayabahu records the donations made by Cuntamalji, a consort of
Manabharana, to the Saiva shrine called Vikkirarna Calameka:Jsvaram at Makal
otherwise called Vikkirama Calamekapuram. The circumstances under which the town

14 S. Gunasingham, Trincomalee Inscriptions Series - No.3 -"A Tamil Slab -
Inscription from Mayilawewa (Mayilankulam)", p. 45.

IS That the Pa!amo~t.!ii Inscription employs the expressions K;) and U~aiynr to
describe Vijayabiihu may he conceded to he of some significance. It provides
on indication of the fact that those who formulated the text of this inscription
were adopting the traditions of Cola epigraphy. These expressions are used in
connection with all COla kings up to the reign of Kulottunga 1(1070-11-22).
They are also found in -the inscription of CO!a llanke~vara at Kantalay. Since
the beginning of the 12th century they disappear altogether in the Tamil
inscriptions set up in Sri Lanka and instead of them the expressions
Cakkaravantikai was employed with reference If) kings. In all the Tamil
inscriptions dated in the regnal years of Jayabahu, he IS described as
Cakkara varttikal.
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of Magala and a Saiva temple located within the town had acquired the respective names
Vikkirarna Caliimekapuram and Vikkirarna Calanleka~~varam is not clear from the text
of the inscription. It is probable that these names had come into vogue before the
inauguration of Manabharana's rule in Dakkhinadesa, The possibility that these names
had prevailed since the days of Vijayabahu is suggested by the occurrence of the
expression Yikkirama Calanieka as part of the name of a military unit in an inscription
of his 42nd year.

Vikramabahu. of course, was ruling a part of the Island when the pillar
inscription at Budumuttava was set up 10 the eighth year of Jayabahu. He was ruling
over Rajarata from Polonnaruwa whereas the inscription concerned was set up at Magala
which was in Dakkihinadesa under the control of Manabhara~a, his rival cousin. There
is no evidence to suggest that Vikramabiihu had ever occupied and administered any part
of Dakkhinadesa. Although he had raided deep into Dakkhinadesa during the earlier part
of his career as ruler at Polonnaruwa, there is no indication that he had engaged himself
in any activities other than military operations conducted hastily in that region. The fact
that a town and a temple in Dakkihinadesa had been named after Yikrama Salamevan
suggest the Yikrama Salamevan as an expression cannot have any connection with
Vikrarnabahu.

The third inscription which contains a reference to Vikrama Salarnevan has been
found recently in a strip of jungle land at Mayilankularn in the Trincornalee district. The
fact that it is dated in the 18th year of Jayabahu which corresponds to the) 7th year of
Vikramabahu and the circumstance that it was set up in a locality which could be
expected to have been included in his dominions does not necessarily imply that this
inscription has any reference to Vikrarnabahu.

In order to appreciate the true significance of the contents of the inscription
from Mayilankulam it is necessary to consider here its full text which translates:

"In the 18th year of Apaiya Calameka Cakk aravarttikal Srl
Jayabahudevar the Commander of the army (Dandanatha) called
Kanavati , who had lands of his own on life-tenure (jii'i{(lm) summoned
the army called Vikkirwna Cal{i/lic/wll IInrpmai stationed at ~ltutturai
and placed (the temple) under the protection of the sacred VeLaikkarar
after having named it as Vikkirama Calnmekall perutnpalli ••.•I~ .

This inscription provides the interesting information that an army unit of the
Vetaikkarar and a Buddhist shrine had the respective names Vikkirama Ca{wllekall
N;jrpafai and Vikkirama Calmllekall Perumpalli . The shrine was so named by the,. .
military leader Kanavati as it was placed under the protection of an army unit of the

16 S. Gunasingham, Trincotnalee Inscriptions Series - No.3 - "A Tamil Slab -
Inscription from Mayilawewa (Mayilankularn)", p. 32.
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Ve!aikklrrar called Vikkirama Calarriekan ~rpa!ai. Similar instances are known from
the inscriptions of the 'Velaikkarar at Polonnaruwa and Padaviya. The Tooth Relic
Temple at Polonnaruwa was named as Sri velaikk(jrall Daladavp Perumpalli after It was
placed under the custody of the VelaikkCiJ.·ar.17 A Sa~skrit inscriptio~ of the late
thirteenth century from Padaviya records a similar arrangement. The Dandanayaka
called Lokanatha is said to have constructed a lofty Vihnram, placed it under the
protection the ve!.aikkii.rar and named it as Vdaikknra Vihli,.all/ (idam Vilwralll
Vetaikkara IlG,i/otikiram).IH -

The name Vikkimma Ca{{illlf!kall narpatai is reminiscent of that of Yikkirama
Cawmekafferillla VlIlmlkai Vdaikkarar referred to in the Palaniottai inscription of the
42nd year of Vijayabahu r. . As "there was a military un'it n~~led after Vikrarna
Salarnevan in the reign of Vijayabahu there is no need to associate with Vik rarnabahu
another military unit named after Vikrama Salarnevan. Although the reference to such
a unit is found in an inscription of his period of rule in Rajarata. The possibility is that
the army unit of the Vetaikk7irar mentioned in this inscription had acquired its name in
an earlier period just as in the case of their counterparts referred to in the inscription
from Palarriiittai.

It is also significant that there is no reference at all to Vikramabahu in the
epigraph from Mayilankularn. The general Kanavati who was responsible for the. ,
transactions recorded in that inscription was acting independently on his own initiative.
It may also be observed that the reference to Vikkirama Calml/(7bn perumpalli in this
epigraph cannot he considered as evidence that contradicts the Cii/avamsa account about
Vikramabahu's activities against Buddhism. Whether the general Kanavati acknowledged
the authority of Vikramafiahu remains to be ascertained and at present there is no
adequate information to resolve this issue.

For the sake of clarity the institutions and localities associated with Vikrama
Salamevan as found in epigraphic notices may be listed here in the following order:

I. Vikkirama CaZivnekat terinta Va/lIIikai Ve/aikkorar - army unit at Kantatii'y
(A.D. 1097)

2. Yikkirama - Calhnieka-puram - otherwise called M~kal (A.D. 1118)

3.
i -Yikkirarna - Caliimeka-Tsvaram - Saiva shrine at Makal (A.D. 1118)

4. Vikkirmnll-Cahlmekall-NaY)(l!ai - army unit of the V;;[aikGirar at Uttuturai.

17 Smull Indian inscriptions, Vol. III, No. 1393.

I~ S. Paranavitana, "A Sanskrit Inscription from Padaviya", Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society, (Ceylon Branch), NS. Vol. Vll l , pI. 2, p. 261 - 264.
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(A.D. 1128)

5. Vikkirama-Cawmekall-Perul/lpalli - Buddhist-shrine at Mayilankularn (A. D.
1128).19 ..

3. Vikrama Salamevan and Modern Scholarship

Epigraphists and historians have commented on Vikrama Salamevan either in
their editions of inscriptions or in discussions of themes on kingship and consecration.
In the present inquiry it becomes necessary to consider in detail some of their comments
on this matter. The following are some of their observations:

"On the other hand, it must be pointed out that in the 42nd year of
Vijayabahu, Vikramabahu had possibly not yet become heir-
presumptive, and in that case it would seem strange to find him
referred to by the throne name Calamega. No similar instance has
been found elsewhere. If the record IHIS dared ill a regnal year of
Jayabahu then Yikramabdhu was the actual ruler of the northern parr
of the island when this inscription was indited, and it would he
perfectly natural for a regiment to be named after him. as it is ill this
record, and for his personal name to have the throne name appended
TO it ." 20

"The name Yikrama-Caliimegapura was presumably given to Magala
ill honour of Yikramabahu who was at this time ruling at Polonnaruwa
... Nor only the town of Maga/a, but the Saiva shrine at the place Wi/.\'

also named after Yikramabahu, and it is possible that he wa.\' its
founder ... It also appears from this record that vikramabhhu had the
throne name Aba Salamevan"?'

S. Paranavitana

"The practice of naming cities and temples after rulers who founded
or patronized them is quite common in both South India and Sri Lanka.

19 The dates indicated are those of the inscriptions wherein these names occur.

S. Paranavitana, "A Tamil Slab inscription from Palarnottai", EZ, Vol. IV, p.
l43.

cl S. Paranavitana, "Two Tamil Pillar Inscriptions from Budumumuttava", EZ.
Vol. 1II, p. 310.
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The only contemporary king with the Vikmll1a name wa.\' Vikro/llahCihu
and if he is the ruler referred to as Yikrama CaIn/llega , it would
appear that he enjoyed some measure of recognition in this region".

"Close to our period we have an inscription dated in the 24th year of
Jayabahu which records a "rant made to the Brahrnanas of Jayankonta

b "

Calameka Caturveti - mankalam ... This institution WIIS 110 doubt
!l.llIned lifter Jayabiihu who is known 10 have had the Salmnegl/a title
'" From this evidence it would be patently clear that Vikrama
Calm/ldw l\:vara and Vikkirama Caliimegopura were named after II

ruler who had the Vikrama name and the Calhmega (Salarnevan) IiIIe. "
..The identification of Vikkirama Caldmega with Vikramabahu
necessarily means that he was entitled to use the Salamcvan title".

"In these circumstances the only possible explanation is that an
unconsecrated ruler could use one or the other of the official titles,
provided it was the one that was last recognized. This would suggest
that that the title was in some way linked with the official
chronological scheme. Current regnal periods were perhaps considered
in terms of either the Siri Sangabo era or the Salamevan era and the
rulers who were not entitled to the royal consecration although unahle
to announce a fresh era and a fresh title accompanying it. were
expected to continue recognising the Salarnevan or Siri Sangaho era.
whichever was current at the time of their accession. With this
perhaps was Iinked the possibility of using the current official title. II
is only in these terms that one call explain the possible use of the
Salamevan title by Yikramabiihu I. Such ({II assumption must,
however, remain tentative until we have direct evidence to show thnt
Yikramabahu I ill fact used an official IiIle" .n

Sirima Kirihamune

The epithet 'Ca l'iimega , when appended to, was always connected
with Vikl'mllaD(ihu, and nobody else. This llIay tend 10 show {11m the
throne name 'Calaniega' when used ill the form of all appendix to {/
name was for the first time introduced as a symbol of recognition
accorded (0 Yikramabahu /".

"In the light of the above conclusions, it may he said that the

Sirima Kiribarnune, "The Royal Consecration in Medieval Sri Lanka: The
Problem of Vikramabahu I and Gajabahu II, 'The Sri Lanka Journal of SOUlh
Asian Studies, Vol. I, No.1, June 1976, University of Jaffna (p. 12 - 32). p.
14. 19.
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Vi7!pikkaIar who in an independent manlier took over the charge of the
grant recorded in the Pa!amur.~ai inscription themselves fin- protection
and maintenance, conferred on themselves (he sacred name of Yikrama
Caiamegar terinda Yalnnkai Ve4aikka!JIII probably with a I'iew to
seeking some form of recognition fin' their act (if protecting (he grant
made."

"... It is probable that this close association won for Vikramabahu
some form of recognition from the YeJ.aikkara army which also
involved itself in administrative activities including the conferment of
names and titles on persons and institutions etc. It is because of this
recognition, it may be inferred, that the Call/mega title had been
confered 011 Vikramahahu. The title could not, in accordance with the
prevailing law, be conferred on an unconsecrated prince in the form
of a prefix to his name. This would have been a violation of the law.
However, the army could without violating any law confer recognition
011 vikramabohu hy appending the file to his name ..;" 21

S. Gunasingham

There is a consensus among all these authors with regard to the identification
of Vikram Salarnevan with Vikrarnabahu. Paranavitana, who initially expressed the view
that Vikram Salamevan is identical with Vikrarnabiihu and was therefore primarily
responsible for its adoption by others has advanced arguments that are contradictory and
inconsistent in respect of this issue. Instead of clarifying the issue they have resulted in
greater confusion and serious misunderstandings.

When he observes: 'If the record was dated in a regnal year of Jayabahu, then
Vikramabahu was the actual ruler of the northern part of the island when this inscription
was indited'. Paranavitana contradicts his own position in respect of the name of the king
(Vijayabilhu) and the regnal year (42) which he has adopted in deference to the opinion
of K. V. Subrahmanaya Aiyar, as seen earlier. Moreover, his argument is misleading
for the reason that there is an interval of almost 21 years between the last date of
Vikrarnabahu and the 42nd 'regnal year' of JayaJ:iahu.24 It is also interesting to find
that while claiming that "The name Vikrama Cat'aniegapura was, presumably, given to
Magala in honour of Vikrarnabahu, he apparently contradicts himself by stating that
"Man;hharalJa, the ruler Dakkinadesa in which Magala was situated, had several contests

23 S. Gunasingham, Trincomalee Inscriptions Series - No. :1 -"A Tamil Slah -
Inscription from Mayilawewa (Mylankularn), p. 12, 16, 19.

Vikramabahu was not the actual ruler of the northern part of the island in the
42no year of Jayabahu which corresponds to the 21 st year of Gajahahu II, his
son and successor.
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with Vikrarnabahu to deprive the sovereignty of Ceylon and at last succeeded in
confining his authority to the northern half of the island". He has failed to recognize
that a town and a temple in Dakkhinadesa could not have been named after Vikramahahu
as he had never exercised authority over that region. Nor is there any evidence to show
that Vikrarnabahu's authority even in Rajarata was ever formally recognized by his rival
cousins, Maniihhararya and his brothers who were established in the Southern part of the
island.

In assunung that Vikramabahu had the throne name Aba Salamevan,
Paranavitana equates the expression Vikrama Salarnevan with the consecration name Aba
Salarnevan without providing any satisfactory explanation for this assumption. In this
instance he does not exhibit the ingenuity, imaginative understanding and penetrative
insight which have been characteristic of his remarkable scholarship. He has invested
Vikrama Salamevan with a connotation which, as will be seen subsequently, it does not
seem to have had during the period when it was used. However, two generations of
academics have tended to subscribe to his views on this mailer.

The identi fication of Yikrama Salamevan with Vikramahahu could be challenged
by formulating the following questions:

1. Is there any inscription or other document which describes Vikrarnabahu as
Vikrama Salamevan?

2. Has it been ascertained that the expression Yikrama which forms the initial
component of the expression vikrama Salamevan stands for Vikramabahu?

3. Are there instances where royal epithets or titles similar to Yikrama Salamevan
were conferred on junior princes?

In the absence of satisfactory affirmative answers to these questions the
identification of Vikrama Salamevan with Vikrarnabahu may be dismissed as one without
any foundation. If the identification is found to be wrong the deductions and conclusions
based on such an identification are also bound to be wrong.

In her reluctance to assert positively that Vikrama Salamevan was Vikramabahu
Sirima Kiribarnune is on the side of caution, but seems to relax the rigidity of her
methodology when she observes: "From this evidence it would be patently clear that
Vikrama Calam&a Ts\'ara and Vikrama Calainekapura were named after a ruler who had
the Vikrama name and the Salarnega title". It would rather appear that these names were
formed by prefix ing to them Yikrama Salamevan which was used as an epithet by one
of the predecessors of Jayabahu.

It is also difficult to endorse the claim that Jayankouta Ca/wlleka
Caturvedimankalam was named after Jayabahu who had the consecration name Aba
Sa lamevan, The expression J{/y({/ik()~I!a Ca/iiilltla has been formed by combining the
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two wordsJayatlko~l(a and caiallleka. The expression Jayankonta which means 'the one
who achieved victory' is known to have been used as a royal epithet by the Co~a kings
Rajar~a I (985-1016) and RaJadhiraja (1018-1054). There were many brahrnadeyas and
other institutions in South India which had names to which this epithet was added in the
form of a prefix. The inscription at Mahakiridegama undoubtedlv suggests that this
epithet was assumed by either JayalJahu or his predecessor. As Jayabahu is not known
to have had military successes to his credit and because his predecessor, Vijayabahu had
adequate reasons for making such a claim, one may be justified in assuming that
Jayat~kO~lfn Caliinieka» was an epithet of Vijayabiihu. The fact that he had the
consecration name Siri Sanghabodhi cannot be cited as a valid argument against this
assumption as will be seen later. The elucidation of the expression Jayat;k()~l!a
Salamevan suggests the untenability of the explanation that the title Yikrama Salamevan
belonged to a king who had the Vikrama name and the Salamevan title. In fact it
highlights the need to look for an alternative explanation.

In asserting that "the epithet Caliimega when appended to was always connected
with Vikramabahu and nobody else", and in claiming that the title Vikrama Sulamevan
was conferred as a symbol of recognition on Vikramablihu by the VeJ.nikk~·{/ army S.
Gunasingham violates the fundamental norms of rational inquiry and historical
methodology. His explanations are based on inconsistent and inherently contradictory
arguments and a misunderstanding of epigraphic usages.

His claim that "the throne name 'Calamega' when used in the form of an
appendix to a name was for the first time introduced as a symbol of recognition accorded
to Vikrarnabahu shows a serious misunderstanding of the traditions of kingship. It is
also strange that he advances his claim after adducing convincing arguments to show that
the Palamottai inscription which contains the earliest reference to Yikrama Salamevan
was set up in the 42nd year of Vijayabahu. The need for according a recognition to the
claims of Vikramabahu for the succession to the throne, by agencies outside the court,
could not have arisen at such an early date as the 42nu year of Vijayat1ahu. It is
particularly so on account of the fact that it was not anticipated at that time that
Vikramabahu's claims to the throne would be disputed. His elevation to the rank of
Adipada (heir presumptive) towards the end of his father's reign presupposes that
Vikramal:;-ahu was expected to ascend the throne in due course and in due order
according to the customs of the country. Under such circumstances there was no need
for the Vei.aikkn;.·or or anybody else to resort to the unusual step of according recognition
to Vikramabahu by appending a royal title to his name during the life time of his father.
The unlikelihood of such an event in practical terms in the peculiar Sri Lankan context
during the period under consideration exposes the absurdity of this claim.

The inscription at Pal.amo!~ai does not mention the name of Vikrarnabiihu. The
mere reference to a military unit which had a name of which the initial component was
Vikkirama Ca/mn;;kn cannot by any stretch of imagination be construed as implying that
the VC{aikka!.:.(//" had conferred a title on Vikrarnabahu, Gunasingham has been persuaded
to adopt this untenable position owing to a wrong interpretation of the text of the



inscription.

Commenting on the reference to the V;;-Iaikk.i'..!:arin the epigraph concerned he
says: " ... The V~aikka!ar who in an independent manner took over the charge of the
grant recorded in the Pal,anloV,ai inscription for protection and maintenance, conferred
011 themselves {he sacred name vikrama Caliimegat terinda Valahkai Va.aikk~·(/II
probably with a view to seeking some form of recognition for the act of protecting the
grant made." That this explanation is false is borne out hy a careful consideration of the
relevant portion of the inscription which runs:

B,=£ihmallaft k7iriimbaceeffu va/;;i~;(/ Karmavittan dharmma
Patniyana Na;,kaicevni rail hh;';'fl7i;'allo ~vaj-;;';m kramavittan marina
pinpu avanai I,okkic ceyta dharmamavatu:., lppati ceyyappilUP
iddharmmam a.!.ivll Vilrnm(// nilai ni!'uffuI'arlika siT vikkirama
Calnnlekar terinta Yalankui ve{aikkarall e,u:.,u tirutiiunani c-;lfliyafu. n

"These endowments were made by Nankai Cani, the devoted wife of
the Brahman Karambaccet}\l yajnlya knarnavittan, for the merit of her
husband Yaj~lya Krarnavittan after his death ... The 'sacred'
Vikkirama CaliitTh;kat tennta Valarikai Velaikkarar have been named
as the custodians of this endowment so that they could secure its
maintenance and prevent any loss". ~5

The text does not lend itself 10 an interpretation suggesting that the
Veiaikkarar (II Kantaliiv hod conferred 011 themselves {he name
Vikkirama Calaniek(l{ 'r;ril//(1 Va/(/fiklli V'e/aikkamr. Nor was the
epigraph intended to record the activities ~)f th; V'e1aikk~!ar. The
expressions rirlllwman Chttiyatu occurring in connection with the name
of a military unit of the velaikknrar in the Palamottai epigraph which

• - 't...... '-

records the endowments made to a temple and the arrangements for
their proper maintenance has to be construed as one employed to
denote the custodial function vested in the Ve~{/ikknt{/r in respect of the

It is relevant to consider here the translation and the comments given hy S.
Paranavitana , who edited this inscription on the passage concerned. His
translation runs; "In order that this charity, performed in this manner, may
continue without any loss, the glorious name of the Yelaikkaras of the left-hand
(composed of) the selected troops of Sri Yikkirama C;llm,;'ga, IS given to it".
Moreover, he observes: "In order to ensure the maintenance, without any
hindrance, of the charitable endowment registered in this record, it was given
the name of So Vikirarna Calarneg at - terinda Valangai V'e1aikka!an ..... In
other words, the charity was placed under the protection of th'at regiment. EZ
VI, No. 24, p. 194.
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endowments that had been made. 2~

It is therefore apparent that the military unit of the Vi7l,aikk(lcar had
already acquired their distinctive name Vikkiralllll Ca/nlllekm Terinta
Valanka! Ve/aikka{llr before the text of the Palamottai epigraph was
drafted. By whom and when this name w'as conferred on the
veIaikkar.ar are matters that remain to he investigated.

4. Vikrama Salamevan - a Royal Epithet

The attempts made by scholars to recognize the name Vikrarnabahu in the word
Vikramn incorporated into the expression Vikrama Salarnevan has imposed a serious
limitation on academic investigations as to its true significance. A reconsideration of the
relevant evidence and a review of the explanations that have been offered hy scholars
suggest the need for a fresh and a more plausible interpretation. Such an attempt should
necessarily take into account the traditions of kingship.

Generally all consecrated kings had two names, a personal name and a
consecration name or abhiseka iii/lilt/, These two types of names are of two distinct
categories and are mentioned in inscriptions dated in the regnal years of consecrated
kings. In epigraphic records the personal name of the king is always preceded by his
consecration name. Siri Sangabo and Aba Salamevan are the two alternate consecration
names assumed by Sri Lankan kings on their accession to the throne in medieval times.
The kings personal name is never incorporated either fully or in part into a consecration
name during the period under consideration. The consecration names lose their
particular signi ficance once their initial components Siri and Aha are detached and would
acquire a differenct connotation when combined with other expressions. This seems to
have been a tendency peculiar to the II th and 12th centuries. Moreover, it is
contradictory to argue that a prince was denied the consecration ceremony as he was not
a Buddhist and at the same time persist in claiming that he was allowed \0 use the
consecration name of his predecessor. In this respect the fact that the consecration
names had a particular Buddhist signi ficance cannot be over looked.

Besides, it was customary to refer to some kings by their epithets. The royal
epithets were so formulated as to project the distinctive qualities, characteristics and
achievements of rulers. Functionally they were different from personal and consecration
names. In other words, in their connotations the royal epithets had an association with
royal charisma, both perceived and manifested. It was also not customary to incorporate
a kings name either fully or in part into an expression which had the function of an

These expressions could also he interpreted as having the connotation that they
were registered under the name of the military unit of Velaikk3.!:ar in a register
containing the particulars of the endowments made' to temples in the
Brahrnadeya of Kantalay.
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epithet. A king may he referred to by his personal name or his epithet for the purpose
of identification, or else he may be referred to by both, the personal name and his
epithet. A combination of a part of the personal name and a royal epithet into a
compounded expression is not known to have been effected in the local tradition.

The references to royal epithets in chronicles and epigraphic records are
incidental. Many of them have been lost to posterity as they had not been recorded.
These were in 'most cases attached to the names of towns, shrines, buildings, corporate
organizations, feudatories and officials. It is mostly from epigraphic notices on such
names that royal epithets have been Identified through the ingenuity and labours of
modem scholarship.

For an elucidation of the expression Yikrama Salamevan it is necessary to
consider its structural and functional characteristics. It is a compound of two words,
Yikrama meaning prowess and Salarnevan, which is usually encountered in inscriptions
as the final component of the consecration name Aba Salamevan . In this compound
expression Vikrama assumes the character of a qualifying expression, an adjective.
Construed in this manner the expression would mean 'the Valiant Salamevan ' and in that
sense it could he, and in fact was, used as a royal epithet. Functionally, it was different
from the consecration name Aba Salamevan and reminiscent of Vrra.l'lIlall/eI,{//1. ~7

That epithets similar to Vikrarna Salarnevan had belonged to some rulers of the
l lth and 12th centuries is suggested by the evidence from the Ciilamtr/sa and some
inscriptions. When the northern part of the island was occupied by the Colas Jagailp;;:la
of Ayodhya is said to have reached Rohana and seized power after putting to death
Vikrama Pandya who had exercised authority there for a brief period.?' In the CO~
inscriptions Jagatlpala is referred to as \Ilia Salamevan, The Manimankalam inscription
(A.D. 1046) of Ra,jadhiraja gives the following account of this ruler:

"With a single unequalled army (Ri'ij-adhiraja) took the crown of
Vikrarnabahu, the king of the people of Lanka on the tempestuous
ocean, ..... the beautiful golden crown of the king of Simhala ,

2'/ The origins of the consecration names Sirisangabo and Abu Salamevan are a
mailer for separate investigation. It would appear that they had their origins in
the names of kings of the early Anuradhapura period and were inspired hy
Mahayana influences and closely connected to the conception that the king was
a bodhisattva. We should also take into account the fact that there were two
kings who had the names Sirisanghahodhi (A.D. 247-249) and Silarnehavanna
(A.D. 619-628). However, the two names Sirisangaho and Aba Salamevan had
become established as the alternate consecration names and were never used as
the personal names of kings since the 8th century.

UCHC, Vol. I, pt. 2, p. 418; eli!al'll/lIsa, 55 : 1 - 17.
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Viracalamekan, who believing that1!am surrounded by the ocean was
superior to the beautiful Kannakucci (Kanyakubja) which belonged to
him, had entered (the island) with his relatives and (those of) his
countrymen who were willing (to go with him), and had put on the
brilliant crown ... '2~

As this account of ViI'a Ca/al1lckatl closely resembles, in it details, that of JagatTpala as
found in the Cu~avamsa it may be assumed that both sources refer to the same ruler.
The inconsistency between the two accounts with respect to the name of the ruler
concerned may be explained as one that arises from the fad that the chronicle refers to
Jagatipala by his personal name while the COla inscriptions refer to him by his title or
epithet Vim Salamevan. In this instance it would be obviously wrong to assume that the
expression VTraSalamevan was used in respect of a king who had the name Vlra and the
title Salamevan.

Vira Salamevan and Yikrama Salarnevan appear to be compound expressions
formed by adding respectively the words Viia and vikrama as prefixes 10 Salarnevan.
Like the word Jayankonta attached to Javankonra Salamevan it would appear that the
terms Virll and Vikrm;,'a attached to Salame~~n were qualifying expressions with
conntations associated with valour, chivalry and martial prowess.

That Pariikrarnabahu I (1153-1 J 86) who had the throne name Siri Sangaho had
the epithet Rnjal'esibhlljallga Silarnegha is suggested by information recorded in the
CU!al'llI1lSa. Lankapura who led his armies into South India during the intervention in
the war of Pa~9ya succession is said to have conferred on a certain Ilankiyarayar, a local
chieftain in the Pandya Kingdom, the title Rdjevesibhujanga Si/runegha. The relevant
verse in the CiiLaval1lsa runs:..

Illankiyarajassatha datva namam abhichitarn
Rajavesibhujangailhi - Silamegho Vissutam.:?

"But on Ilankiyarayar he conferred the well-known and coveted title
- 11

Rnjavesibhujana-Si lamegha. 31

The consideration that this epithet had been formed by combining the
expressions Rajavesibhujallga meaning 'the paramour of the mistresses of inimical kings

29 South Indian Inscriptions, Vol. Ill, p. 56; UCHC, Yol. I, pt. 2, p. 419.

30 Culavamsa, Yol. II. ed. Wilhelm Geiger, Pali Text Society, London, 1927,76
: 192.

31 Cuja1'(ll1Isa, trans. Wilhelm Geiger Vol. II, 1930 (Reprint, Colombo, 1953),
73:91.
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and SiUil1legha and the fact that it is described as one which had attained the position of
being a well-known and coveted one (abhichitam, Ttvissut ami suggest that it had in fact
belonged to Prakramafiahu 1. Such as impression is confirmed by the fact that the royal
pavilion at Polonnaruwa and a suburb of the enlarged city of Polonnaruwa were named
after his epithet Rnj(/I'{:sibhujall!;a.

terms:
The Cu{avolIIsa describes the construction of royal pavilion in the following

Jatamandala Sarnkasarn Naralokaka palino
-1 "' ~

Rajavesibhujangavham rammam karesi ma~~lapamJc

This verse translates: He caused to he constructed the superbly ornamental
pavilion called Rajavesihhujallga like unto the crest of the matted locks of Hair of Siva,
the protector of the world of men." In this poetic description Parakramahahu, the
R(ijm'esihhujallga, is compared to the serpent on the jatamandala of Siva. The royal
pavilion which is the sporting ground of Parakrarnabahu is compared to the .ialama~d.ala
of Siva which is the sporting ground of the serpent (bhujanga) on his crest.

In conferring on Jlankiyarayar the title Rn)avesihhujaf/!;a Sikimegha, which was
an epithet of Parakramabahu, the general Larnkapura was apparently endeavouring to
promote the claims of Parakramabahu for custodial suzerainty over the chieftains in the
pa~9ya country who had come under his influence. The practice of conferring the
names and epithets of kings on feudatory princes and subordinate chieftains was common
in the kingdoms of South Asia for a long period of time and the examples are too
numerous to he cited here.

The fact that Parakrarnabahu I, who had the conscration name Siri Sangaho, had

:n CU!{[\'{//lIsa, ed. Wilhelm Geiger, 73: 91.

3.1 This translation is based on the opinion expressed hy Prof. Anuradha
Seneviratne whom the author consulted as he found Geiger's translation of this
particular verse to be inaccurate. This interpretation is also endorsed by Prof.
P.B. Meegaskumbure and Rev. Dheerananda. Geiger'S translation reads:
"Further he had a fair manadapa erected which bore the name
R(ijavesibhujallga. It was like unto the hall of the gods, called Sudharnrna,
which descended to earth, just as if the good deeds of all the people were
accumulated at one spot. The second sentence in this paragraph which is
intended 10 be a translation of the first line of the verse is apparently based on
his misunderstanding of the text. Theja((iIl/(71,I<./a[a is usually applied as a term
of description in respect of the matted locks of hair of Siva or Uma. There is
no reference at all to Sudharnrna in the text. Geiger is in this instance reading
into the text connotations which are alien to it.
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borne the epithet R(ijavesibhujallga Silamegha is of particular relevance for the
elucidation of the expression Vikrama Salamevan. It shows that the word Salarnevan
when attached to a qualifying expression other than Aba did not have a connotation
signifying any connection with the royal consecration and that it could in fact be assumed
by a ruler who had the consecration name Siri Sangabo.

It now remains to ascertain the identity of the ruler to whom the epithet Yikrama
Salamevan had belonged, particularly in the light of the strong objections against
identifying the ruler concerned with Vikrarnabahu. As the names of institutions and
organizations which had the expression Vikrama Salamevan attached to their names in
the form of a prefix were to found in both Rajarara and Dakkhinadesa, it may assumed
that the ruler who had this epithet was Vijayabahu 1. The fact that the earliest
occurrence of the epithet is to found in an inscription dated in the 42nd year of
Vijayabiihu seems to confirm such an impression. Just as the Brahmadeya at Kantalay
and the Saiva temple there were renamed after his personal name as Vijayaraja
caturvetirnankalam and Vijaraja-isvararn respectively, the town of Magala and the Saiva
shrine there cou!d ~ave been named after his epithet VifrtllllCl Salamevan and described
as Vikrama Calarnekapurarn and Vikrama Caliimeka-isvararn respectively."

The fact that Vijayabahu had the consecration name Siri Sangabo cannot be cited
as a valid objection against the identification of Vikrama Salameva with Vijayabahu as
Siri Sangabo Parakramabahu had the epithet Riijavesibhujanga Si/i1I11egha. On account
of his career and achievements Vijayabjihu had justification for assuming an epithet
which had association with chivalry, valour and martial prowess.

S.PATHMANATHAN
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The inscription dated in the 10th year of Cola lankesvara Tevrat Kantafay
records the transactions of the ex~utive co~nittee of the assembly of "he
Brahmadeya called Rajar~ia - Caturvedirnankalam.

** The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Mr. K.
Selvaratnarn who read the manuscript of this paper and made useful
comments.


